
a "Flip to Life'" - More Short Videos from LCL/Positive Deviance
& "Kufungisisa" - Grandmothers to the Rescue in the Face of Depression (TED Talks)
9 Maverick 'Rewilders' - Turning Back the Tide of Extinction? (The Guardian, UK)

More from our LCL/Positive Deviance YouTube
Below are links to the next two LCL/PD videos on our new YouTube channel.
Not long, they are designed for sharp and interesting communication on one topic expressing our 'flip

to life', capturing key LCL and PD concepts, perspectives, case studies and experiences.
These two pieces supplement our first two on the Leading Causes of Life and Positive Deviance.
Over the next few weeks we are publishing about 20 videos altogether, giving us an unexpected treasure

from the Zoom encounters we used in place of our cancelled El Paso meeting.
Again, do share them over any social media you use and in your own networks!

Perspectives on LCL & PD - Saha, Milstein, Stewart, Alvarado (12min 23secs)

"We did it ourselves!" - Eva Moya on community iniatives (4min 1secs)

We will regularly be releasing further videos from the series in the next while. Many of them are only a
fewminutes long yet beautifully focused, all expressing a 'Flip toLife'. Give us your feedback, and give us
your ideas on what more we can do with this rather effective way of communicating!

"Kufungisisa" - Grandmothers to the Rescue
This inspiring TED talk by Dixon Chibanda of Zimbabwe tells the

remarkable story of hundreds of grandmothers who have been trained
to deal with one of the biggest mental health issues of our time -
depression or 'kufungisisa'. If one wanted one example of how the 'five
causes of life' - agency, coherence, hope, connection and intergen-
erativity/blessing - all come together in one profound intervention, this
would suffice.

[TED Talk - 12min 16sec]

Maverick 'Rewilders' - Turning Back the Tide of Extinction?
In this 'long read' by Patrik Barkham from The Guardian, UK, we

hear of "A handful of radical nature lovers [who] are secretly breeding
endangered species and releasing them into the wild. Many are
prepared to break the law and risk the fury of the scientific establish-
ment to save the animals they love."

Our LCL interest extendss to nature and our environment as the
sine qua non of our physical existence. This article, whatever one feels
about the clearly controversial aspects of it, nonetheless poses interest-
ing questions about how we understand our agency in relation to the
natural world, and what gives it coherence.

Leading Causes of Life Initiative no. 25

LCLI Briefing 2020-Nov.

Here's a link ....

Read about it here!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPRcrGejVYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wEW1n6mqdM0
https://www.ted.com/talks/dixon_chibanda_why_i_train_grandmothers_to_treat_depression?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare#t-143245
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/oct/13/maverick-rewilders-endangered-species-extinction-conservation-uk-wildlife?utm_medium=10todayuk.20201015&utm_source=email&utm_content=article&utm_campaign=10todayuk
https://www.ted.com/talks/dixon_chibanda_why_i_train_grandmothers_to_treat_depression?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare#t-649121
https://www.ted.com/talks/dixon_chibanda_why_i_train_grandmothers_to_treat_depression?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare#t-526
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/oct/13/maverick-rewilders-endangered-species-extinction-conservation-uk-wildlife?utm_medium=10todayuk.20201015&utm_source=email&utm_content=article&utm_campaign=10todayuk
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/oct/13/maverick-rewilders-endangered-species-extinction-conservation-uk-wildlife?utm_medium=10todayuk.20201015&utm_source=email&utm_content=article&utm_campaign=10todayuk

